
Elevate Your Active 
Lifestyle with Modern 
Features
Embrace Your Potential! Discover the Pathrider® 10 DXE, 
packed with cutting-edge features and stylish design 
elements. From frosted LED headlights to exclusive feather-
touch disassembly and a delta tiller with wrap-around handles, 
every detail is crafted for your convenience. With integrated 
storage/cup holder on the tiller for ample storage options and 
improved visibility with the new under-tiller puddle light, this 
scooter redefines mobility with comfort and style.

181 kg

40 km
Range per Charge

Weight Capacity

132.5 cm
Turning Radius

*Available in red only

*Available in red only

Exclusively distributed by
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1. Varies with user weight, terrain type, battery
amp hour (AH), battery charge, battery condition and tyre
condition. This specification can be subject to a variance of 10%.

2. Due to manufacturing tolerances and continual product
improvement, this specification can be subject to variance of 3%.

3. Tested in accordance with ANSI/RESNA, WC Vol 2, Section 4
and ISO 7176-4 standards. Results derived from the theoretical
calculations based on battery specification and drive system
performance. Test conducted at maximum weight capacity.

4. Does not account for anti-tip clearance.
5. Width of base (not including seat).
6. Includes standard seat weight.
7. Blue colour not available for this model

NOTE: All specifications subject to change without notice. The 
information contained herein is correct at the time of publication; we 
reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice. Speed 
and range vary with user weight, terrain type, battery charge, battery 
condition and tyre pressure. Due to manufacturing tolerances and 
continual product improvement, length, width, turning radius and 
ground clearance can be subject to variance of 3%. Special order seats 
or non-standard dimensions will not fold-flat and depth-adjustable. 

Front and rear suspension Tiller storage and USB port Front and rear LED lighting

RANGE PER CHARGE 
(MAX)1,3

Up to 40km 
(with 80 amp batteries)

MAXIMUM WEIGHT 
CAPACITY 181 kg

TURNING RADIUS2 180.3 cm

MAXIMUM SPEED1 8.4 km/h

LENGTH & WIDTH2,5 L: 120 cm W: 56.5 cm

SEAT TYPE
DEPTH & WIDTH 

(STANDARD)

High-back, pillow-top
L: 43.2 cm (17”) 
W: 45.7 cm (18”) 

SEAT-TO-DECK 
HEIGHT2 39 cm - 46.5 cm

SEAT-TO-GROUND 
HEIGHT2 60 - 63.8 cm

GROUND
CLEARANCE2,4 6 cm at motor

OVERALL WEIGHT 
(NOT INC 

BATTERY)2,6
63 kg

WEIGHT OF
HEAVIEST PIECE2 32 kg (front section)

SUSPENSION Front and rear

3W/4W OPTION 4W

FRONT TYRES2 10” solid

REAR TYRES2 10” solid

BATTERY

REQUIREMENTS8   2 x 80 AH

BATTERY CHARGER Off-board, 5A

BATTERY WEIGHT2 14.75 kg

COLOUR OPTIONS Red7
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